
Hi Douglas, 
  
I still only received one photo, strange how some emails are going through but not all. But I think we 
understand the design references to Eclipse now. 
  
We’ve been through the follow up responses, and again there is nothing which gives us any 
significant problems. Please see our answers below (in green marked TAG). 
  
As your client seems to be taking a serious interest in developing this project we need to think how 
best to proceed from here. The changes to the overall design (forward helicopter hangar and longer 
re-shaped decks in particular) are quite a significant deviation from ATOM – which is a positive step 
as APEX becomes a clearly defined new project in its own right. However this will also require quite 
an effort from our side. 
  
What do you see as the next step - is the Client looking to develop the design with us (GA, 
renderings, interior etc.), or does he plan on approaching shipyards first? If he would like us to 
develop a bespoke design package for him based on our discussions then we can make a proposal 
for a design agreement. 
  
I look forward to hearing from you. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
_ 
Matt Pegrum 
Yachting Director 
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"As No.3 this is fine. Question - only exterior living space to be increased or interior also? Is there a 
need for more deck overhang for sun shade?" 
R: I'll leave it to your team, I bet they'll do a good job, I think a mix of external and internal will be 
great, since we keep the bigger garages on the main deck, the upper floors in the area can be 
upgraded in the best way for you. 
TAG: That’s fine, we’ll work with that 
  
"I’m not sure of the meaning of this comment" 
R:  What I meant is that in the original GA, shipped, there is an overlapping internal dining table 
option. I want to keep the larger dining table option. 
TAG: Ok well understood, that was representing an extendable dining table, which may still be a 
practical option to consider. 



  
"Ok, we stay with 4 staff and 6 guest cabins on this deck, or add more guest cabins?" 
R: More cabins for guests, to the total we will want between 18-22 guests (including the owners). 
TAG: OK, that area will need to be re-designed but 18-22 total is a perfectly normal number for this 
size yacht and there is the space. 
  
"Aquarium rather than Academy perhaps? If so this can be done. Is the gym to be moved elsewhere 
or deleted?" 
R: If in the gym area where it is currently being transformed into an aquarium (glasses to see inside 
the sea as it was made in Elandess? I like it!), Now where to transfer the GYM? If the entrance area 
of the yacht we will transfer to where is the sea toys garage, we can transfer the GYM to the part 
where it is written Salon and Main Entry? What do you think? 
TAG: We would suggest keeping the main entrance area on the side, as this is a very practical and at 
the same time dramatic and impressive entrance for guests arriving by tender – with direct access to 
elevators etc. If we have the glass underwater windows (like Elandress) on each side, then you lose 
the sea terraces for the spa area. Maybe we could arrange an ‘underwater lounge’ on one side with 
the side windows, and a gym on the other side with the fold down sea terrace for fresh air on the 
other. It could be arranged to have partions inbetween as necessary – such as an aquarium. 
  
About that modification on the stern of the yacht, you have to imagine Eclipse, right? His lines 
remind him, and I like that a lot. 
I think another modification we can make is a helideck on the Top Deck, just like Eclipse, but I do 
not want to give up the idea of the hangar up front. 
TAG: This is understood, more square corners and straight lines for the decks. With the extension 
of the decks we think another helideck aft should be ok. 
  
 


